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a b s t r a c t
We give constant-factor approximation algorithms for computing the optimal branch-
decompositions and largest grid minors of planar graphs. For a planar graph G with n
vertices, let bw(G) be the branchwidth of G and gm(G) the largest integer g such that G has
a g × g grid as a minor. Let c ≥ 1 be a fixed integer and α, β arbitrary constants satisfying
α > c + 1 and β > 2c + 1. We give an algorithmwhich constructs in O(n1+ 1c log n) time a
branch-decomposition of Gwith width at most α bw(G). We also give an algorithm which
constructs a g × g grid minor of G with g ≥ gm(G)
β
in O(n1+
1
c log n) time. The constants
hidden in the Big-O notations are proportional to c
α−(c+1) and
c
β−(2c+1) , respectively.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The notions of branchwidth and branch-decompositions were introduced by Robertson and Seymour [23] in relation
to the more celebrated notions of treewidth and tree-decompositions [21,22] in graph minor theory. Grid minors also
play an important role in graph minor theory. All these notions have important algorithmic applications. A graph of small
treewidth/branchwidth admits efficient dynamic programming algorithms for a vast class of problems on the graph [2,5].
A tree-/branch-decomposition-based dynamic programming algorithm usually runs in exponential time in the width of the
tree-/branch-decomposition. Grid minors are fundamental in many algorithms studied in algorithmic graph minor theory
and bidimensionality theory [9–12]. The ratio of the treewidth or branchwidth of a graph over the largest size of the grid
minor of the graph typically appears in the exponent of the running time of those algorithms.
For an arbitrary graph G, the treewidth tw(G) of G and the branchwidth bw(G) of G are linearly related by inequalities
bw(G) ≤ tw(G) + 1 ≤ ⌊ 3bw(G)2 ⌋, and there are simple translations between tree- and branch-decompositions that prove
these inequalities [23]. The problems of deciding the treewidth/branchwidth of a given graph and constructing a tree-
/branch-decomposition of minimum width have a long history of research. For general graphs, the problem of deciding
whether a given graph has treewidth smaller than k is NP-complete, if k is part of the input [1]. If k is upper-bounded by a
constant, then both the decision problem and the optimal decomposition problem can be solved in linear time [6], although
the dependency of the time on k is huge. There are exact parallels for branchwidth and branch-decompositions to these
results: NP-completeness [26] and a linear-time algorithm for fixed k [7].
For some classes of graphs, however, these two types of width/decomposition problem dramatically differ in terms of
known results. For example, it is easy to construct an optimal tree-decomposition of chordal graphs in polynomial time,
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while it is NP-complete to decide, given a chordal graph G and a positive integer k, if the branchwidth of G is smaller than
k [20]. This situation is partially reversed on planar graphs, where the decision problem for branchwidth can be solved in
O(n2) time by thewell-known rat-catching algorithm of Seymour and Thomas [26] and optimal branch-decompositions can
be constructed in O(n3) time [15,26], while it is not knownwhether the problem of deciding the treewidth of a planar graph
is polynomially solvable or NP-complete (the problem is widely believed NP-hard though).
Approximation algorithms for computing the width and minimum-width decompositions have also been extensively
studied (see recent work [3,4] for literature). Because of the relationship between treewidth/tree-decomposition and
branchwidth/branch-decomposition stated above, the approximation problems for these two types ofwidth/decomposition
are almost equivalent. For general graphs, the best known approximation factor achievable in polynomial time is O(
√
log k)
[13], where k is the optimal width, and constant-factor approximation algorithms take time exponential in the optimal
width [3,24]. For planar graphs, the best-known approximation result for treewidth is the obvious O(n2 log n) time 1.5-
approximation algorithm, which uses the rat-catching algorithm of Seymour and Thomas [26] and a binary search. Tree-
decompositions take O(n3) time for 1.5-approximation. Bodlaender, Grigoriev, and Koster give another constant-factor
approximation algorithm for the treewidth of planar graphs that runs in O(n2 log n) time but uses less memory [4].
Computing large gridminors of planar graphs is a key ingredient in algorithmic graphminor theory and bidimensionality
theory [9–12]. It is not known whether a largest grid minor can be computed in polynomial time for planar graphs. For a
graph G, let gm(G) denote the largest size of a grid minor of G, that is, the largest integer g such that G has a g × g grid
minor. From the definition of branchwidth (see Section 2), gm(G) ≤ bw(G). The branchwidth bw(G) is also upper-bounded
by some function of gm(G). For general graphs, the known upper bound is bw(G) ≤ 202(gm(G))5 , while for planar graphs a
linear bound bw(G) ≤ 4gm(G) is known [25]. This linear bound gives an algorithm which finds a g × g grid minor with
g ≥ gm(G)4 for planar graphs.1 An O(n2 log n)-time algorithm which gives the same bound of g ≥ gm(G)4 is also known [4].
The inequalities tw(G) ≤ ⌊ 3bw(G)2 ⌋ and bw(G) ≤ 4gm(G) give a linear bound tw(G) ≤ 6gm(G) for planar graphs. This bound
has been improved to tw(G) ≤ 5gm(G) [14,28]. The bounds bw(G) ≤ 4gm(G) and tw(G) ≤ 5gm(G) for planar graphs have
been exploited in many algorithms developed under bidimensionality theory, which work on a large grid minor if they find
one and otherwise use a tree-/branch-decomposition of small width. In those applications, improving the coefficient in the
bound is important, as it appears in the exponent of the running time of the algorithms. Recently, the present authors have
improved the bound, showing that bw(G) ≤ 3gm(G)+ 1 for planar graph G [17].2 From the relation tw(G) ≤ ⌊ 3bw(G)2 ⌋, this
gives tw(G) ≤ 4.5gm(G) + 2 for planar graphs, improving the previous tw(G) ≤ 5gm(G) results of [14,28]. The algorithm
implied by their proof, given a planar graph G on n vertices and a positive integer k, runs in O(n2) time and either finds a
k×k gridminor or certifies that bw(G) ≤ 3k−2. This algorithm yields an asymptotic 3-approximation algorithm for finding
the largest grid minor of planar graphs which is the best known in terms of the approximation ratio but not faster than
other known constant-factor approximation algorithms. For branchwidth, the result may not have significant algorithmic
consequences, because of the rat-catching algorithm of Seymour and Thomas mentioned earlier.
The purpose of this paper is to build on the ideas in [17] to develop faster constant-factor algorithms for branch-
decompositions and largest grid minors of planar graphs. Our results are the fastest known constant-factor approximation
algorithms for both problems. To gain in speed, we sacrifice the approximation ratio. In fact, our algorithms are
parameterized and provide a trade-off between the running time and the approximation ratio. Our algorithm for gridminors
actually finds a more general cylinder minor fromwhich a grid minor can be straightforwardly derived. A k× k′ cylinder is a
Cartesian product of a cycle on k vertices and a path on k′ vertices. Our main results are expressed in the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1. Let c ≥ 1 be a fixed integer, δ > 0 be a constant, and λ = 12 or 1. Given a planar graph G with n vertices and
an integer k, there is an algorithm which in O(n1+
1
c ) time constructs either a branch-decomposition of G with width at most
(2λ(c + 1)+ δ)k or a k× ⌈λk⌉ cylinder minor of G, where the constant hidden in the Big-O notation is proportional to c
δ
.
Because a k×⌈λk⌉ cylinder has branchwidthmin{2⌈λk⌉, k} [17], Theorem 1.1 with λ = 12 , together with a binary search,
implies the following result.
Theorem 1.2. Let c ≥ 1 be a fixed integer, δ > 0 be an arbitrary constant, and α = δ + c + 1. Given a planar graph G with n
vertices, we can in O(n1+
1
c log n) time construct a branch-decomposition of G with width at most α bw(G).
Theorem 1.2 can be readily extended to planar hypergraphs. This theorem naturally implies an O(n1+ϵ)-time constant-
factor approximation algorithm for tree-decompositions of planar graphs, with an additional multiplicative factor of 1.5.
Since a k×⌈λk⌉ cylinder has a k×⌈λk⌉ grid minor, taking λ = 1, the following result can be obtained from Theorem 1.1
and a binary search.
Theorem 1.3. Let c ≥ 1 be a fixed integer, δ > 0 be an arbitrary constant, and β = δ + 2c + 1. Given a planar graph G with n
vertices, we can in O(n1+
1
c log n) time construct a g × g grid minor of G with g ≥ bw(G)
β
.
1 An O(n2 log n) time implementation can be realized by using the rat-catching algorithm of Seymour and Thomas [26] to construct an oracle for the
tangles which are required in constructing the grid minor.
2 The bound stated in [17] is bw(G) ≤ 3gm(G)+ 2 and is improved to bw(G) ≤ 3gm(G)+ 1 by Remark 3.1 of [18].
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The next section gives preliminaries of the paper.We describe the basic approach for our algorithm in Section 3.Weprove
Theorem 1.1 in Section 4, assuming a main lemma, which asserts the existence of an efficient algorithm for performing a
certain subtask. This main lemma is proved in Section 5. The final section concludes the paper.
2. Preliminaries
A hypergraph G consists of a set V (G) of vertices and a set E(G) of edges, where each edge e of E(G) is a subset of V (G)
with at least two elements. For a set E ⊆ E(G) of edges, let V (E) denote∪e∈E e. A hypergraph G is a graph if |e| = 2 for every
edge e ∈ E(G). We say that a vertex v and an edge e are incident to each other if v ∈ e. We say that two edges e1 and e2 are
incident to each other if e1 ∩ e2 ≠ ∅. A hypergraph H is a subgraph of G if V (H) ⊆ V (G) and E(H) ⊆ E(G). A subgraph H of
G is induced by E ⊆ E(G) if E(H) = E and V (H) = V (E). We denote by G[E] the subgraph induced by E.
For a hypergraph G and a subset A ⊆ E(G) of edges, we denote E(G)\A by Awhen G is clear from the context. A separation
of hypergraph G is an ordered pair (A, A) of subsets of E(G). For each A ⊆ E(G), we denote by ∂(A) the vertex set V (A)∩V (A).
The order of separation (A, A) is |∂(A)| = |∂(A)|.
The notions of branchwidth and branch-decomposition were introduced by Robertson and Seymour [23]. A branch-
decomposition of hypergraph G is a pair (φ, T ), where T is a tree each internal node of which has degree 3 and φ is a bijection
from the set of leaves of T to E(G). Consider an edge e′ of T and let L1 and L2 denote the sets of leaves of T in the two respective
subtrees of T obtained by removing e′. We say that the separation (φ(L1), φ(L2)) is induced by this edge e′ of T . We define the
width of the branch-decomposition (φ, T ) to be the largest order of the separations induced by edges of T . The branchwidth
of G, denoted by bw(G), is the minimum width of all branch-decompositions of G. In the rest of this paper, we identify a
branch-decomposition (φ, T )with the tree T , leaving the bijection implicit and regarding each leaf of T as an edge of G.
A walk in hypergraph G is a vertex-edge alternating sequence v0, e1, v1, . . . , ek, vk such that vi ≠ vi+1 for 0 ≤ i < k,
vi ∈ ei for 1 ≤ i ≤ k and vi ∈ ei+1 for 0 ≤ i < k. The length of a walk is the number of edges in the walk. A walk is a path if
vertices v0, . . . , vk are distinct. We call v0 and vk the end vertices of the path. A cycle is a walk such that k ≥ 3, v0 = vk and
vertices v1, . . . , vk are distinct. We denote by Pk the graph which is a path on k vertices (of length k− 1). We denote by Ck
the graph which is a cycle on k vertices.
For two graphs G and H , the Cartesian product G × H is a graph with V (G × H) = V (G) × V (H) and E(G × H) =
{{(u, v), (w, v)}|v ∈ V (H), {u, w} ∈ E(G)} ∪ {{(v, u), (v,w)}|v ∈ V (G), {u, w} ∈ E(H)}. A k × k′ grid is the Cartesian
product Pk × Pk′ . A k× k′ cylinder is the Cartesian product Ck × Pk′ .
The contraction of an edge e in a hypergraph G is to remove e from G, identify all vertices of e by a new vertex, and make
all edges of G incident to e incident to the new vertex. A hypergraph H is a minor of hypergraph G if H is isomorphic to a
hypergraph obtained from G through a (possibly empty) sequence of edge contractions and edge/vertex deletions (which
take the subgraphs induced by the remaining sets of edges/vertices).
Let Σ be a fixed sphere. A set D of points in Σ is a topological disk of Σ if it is homeomorphic to an open disk
{(x, y) | x2 + y2 < 1} in the plane. For an open disk D, we denote by D the closure of D and by bd(D) = D \ D the
boundary of D.
A planar embedding of a hypergraph G is a mapping ρ : V (G) ∪ E(G)→ Σ ∪ 2Σ satisfying the following properties.
• For u ∈ V (G), ρ(u) is a point ofΣ , and for distinct u, v ∈ V (G), ρ(u) ≠ ρ(v).
• For each edge e ∈ E(G), ρ(e) is a topological disk ofΣ , and for each vertex u ∈ e, ρ(u) is on the boundary of ρ(e).
• For distinct e1, e2 ∈ E(G), ρ(e1) ∩ ρ(e2) = {ρ(u)|u ∈ e1 ∩ e2}.
A hypergraph is planar if it has a planar embedding. A plane hypergraph is a pair (G, ρ), where ρ is a planar embedding
of G. Wemay simply use G to denote the plane hypergraph (G, ρ), leaving the embedding ρ implicit. For a plane hypergraph
G, each connected component ofΣ \ (∪e∈E(G)ρ(e)) is a face of G. We denote by F(G) the set of faces of G. We say that a vertex
v (respectively, edge e) is incident to a face r if ρ(v) ∈ r (respectively, ρ(e) ∩ r ≠ ∅). We denote by V (r) and E(r) the sets
of vertices and edges incident to face r , respectively. We denote by F(e) and F(v) the sets of faces an edge e and a vertex v
incident to, respectively. We do not distinguish a vertex v (respectively, an edge e) from its embedding ρ(v) (respectively,
ρ(e)) when there is no confusion.
A plane hypergraph G is biconnected if, for any vertex x ∈ V (G) and each pair of vertices u, v ∈ V (G) \ {x}, there is a
path of G between u and v that does not pass through x. It suffices to prove Theorem 1.1 for biconnected plane graphs since,
if a plane graph G is not biconnected, the problems of finding branch-decompositions and grid minors of G can be solved
individually for each biconnected component.
Let G be a plane hypergraph. We say that a curve µ on the sphere Σ is G-normal if µ does not intersect with itself
or any edge of G. We may use normal for G-normal, leaving G implicit. The length of a normal curve µ is the number of
connected components ofµ \v∈V (G) ρ(v). A noose of G is a closed normal curve onΣ . Aminimum noose satisfying certain
properties is a noose with the minimum length satisfying the properties. A segment of a noose is open if it is homeomorphic
to {(x, 0)|0 < x < 1} in the plane. For an open segment P , we denote by P the closure of P and the two points of P \ P the
end points of P .
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For vertices u, v ∈ V (G), we define the normal distance ndG(u, v) to be the length of the shortest normal curve
between ρ(u) and ρ(v). We define the normal distance between two vertex-subsets X, Y ⊆ V (G) to be ndG(X, Y ) =
minu∈X,v∈Y ndG(u, v). We also write ndG(X, v) for ndG(X, {v}) and ndG(u, Y ) for ndG({u}, Y ).
Let ν be a noose of G and let R1 and R2 be the two open regions of the sphere separated by ν. Then, ν induces a separation
(A, A) of G, with A = {e ∈ E(G) | ρ(e) ⊆ R1} and A = {e ∈ E(G) | ρ(e) ⊆ R2}. We also say that noose ν induces edge
subset A of G if ν induces a separation (A, A) having A on one side. We call a separation or an edge subset noose-induced if
it is induced by some noose. We say that a noose separates edge sets X and Y if the noose induces a separation (A, A) with
X ⊆ A and Y ⊆ A.
Let G be a plane hypergraph and let A be a noose-induced edge subset of G. We denote by G|A a plane hypergraph defined
by V (G|A) = (V (G) \V (A))∪ ∂(A) and E(G|A) = (E(G) \ E(A))∪{∂(A)}. Note that, in G|A, we replace all the hyperedges of A
by a single hyperedge ∂(A). Let R1 be the region separated by the noose which induces A and containing A. We assume that
the embedding of G|A is naturally derived from that of G by ‘‘painting out’’ R1 by a topologic disk representing the hyperedge
∂(A). For a collectionA = {A1, . . . , Ar} of mutually disjoint edge subsets of G, we denote (. . . (G|A1)| . . .)|Ar by G|A.
3. Basic approach
We first give some known results on which our algorithm relies and the basic approach of our algorithm. Let G be a plane
hypergraph, (A, A) a noose-induced separation of G, and TA and TA branch-decompositions of G|A and G|A, respectively. We
define TA + TA to be the tree obtained from TA and TA by first identifying the leaf of TA and the leaf of TA both corresponding
to ∂(A) and joining the two edges incident to these leaves into one edge and removing the identified leaves. The following
lemma is straightforward from the definition of branch-decompositions.
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a plane hypergraph, (A, A) a noose-induced separation of G, and TA and TA branch-decompositions of G|A
and G|A, respectively. Then TA + TA is a branch-decomposition of G with width max{|∂(A)|, kA, kA}, where kA is the width of TA
and kA is the width of TA.
We use this lemma to recursively construct branch-decompositions of a given plane hypergraph. For each recursive step,
we need some known results on the branchwidth of planar hypergraphs.
Let G be a plane hypergraph with each edge of G incident to at most k − 1 vertices and |V (G)| + |E(G)| = n. Let d > 0
be an integer. Assume that there is an edge e0 of G such that, for any vertex v of G, ndG(e0, v) ≤ d. It is proved in [17] that
G has branchwidth at most k− 1+ 2d. It is further shown in [18] that, given such an edge e0, a branch-decomposition of G
with width at most k− 1+ 2d can be constructed in O(n) time.
Lemma 3.2 ([18]). Let k > 0 and d > 0 be integers. Let G be a plane hypergraph with each edge of G incident to at most
k − 1 vertices and |V (G)| + |E(G)| = n. If there is an edge e0 such that, for any vertex v of G, ndG(e0, v) ≤ d, then, given e0, a
branch-decomposition of G with width at most k− 1+ 2d can be constructed in O(n) time.3
The following lemma (see the Appendix for a self-contained proof), which is an application of a result of [17], gives a base
for constructing the cylinder minors.
Lemma 3.3 ([17]). Let G be a plane graph and let k, k′ > 0 be integers. Let X and Y be edge sets of G satisfying the following
conditions.
(1) Each of separations (X, X) and (Y , Y ) is noose-induced.
(2) G[Y ] is biconnected.
(3) ndG(X, Y ) ≥ k′.
(4) There is no noose of G with length< k that separates X and Y .
Then G has a cylinder Ck × Pk′ as a minor, and, given (G|X)|Y , such a minor can be constructed in time linear in |V (X ∩ Y )|.
Let G be a plane hypergraph and e0 an edge of G. For any positive integers h and k, a collectionA of noose-induced edge
subsets of G is (k, h)-shallowing for (G, e0), if it satisfies the following conditions.
(1) e0 ∈ A for every A ∈ A.
(2) G|A is biconnected for every A ∈ A.
(3) A ∩ B = ∅ for every pair of distinct elements A, B ∈ A.
(4) |∂(A)| < k for every A ∈ A.
(5) For each vertex v of G|A, ndG(e0, v) ≤ h.
3 Let p > 0 be an integer. If for any vertex v of G there is a vertex u of G such that ndG(u, v) ≤ p, then, given such a vertex u, a branch-decomposition
of Gwith width at most ⌈ k2 ⌉ + 2p can be found in linear time [27]. In the preliminary version of this paper the algorithm of [27] was used. Because 2p can
be as large as k + 2d, the algorithm of [18] gives a better upper bound on the width of the branch-decomposition found for G than that by the algorithm
of [27]. We use the algorithm of [18] in this version. As a result, the approximation ratios α and β of the algorithms are improved from α > c + 1.5 and
β > 2c + 1.5 to α > c + 1 and β > 2c + 1.
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A (k, h)-shallowing collection A of noose-induced edge subsets is used to reduce the problem of decomposing G, via
Lemma 3.1, to subproblems of decomposing G|A for each A ∈ A. Based on this notion of (k, h)-shallowing collection, we
give a recursive procedure used in our algorithm. In this procedure, the input k to the algorithm is global. The precise value
of parameter h used in the algorithm will be specified later. For now, we simply remark that h = O(k). The parameter λ is
either 12 or 1.
Procedure Branch-Grid(G|U)
Input: A biconnected plane hypergraph G|U with ∂(U) specified, |∂(U)| < k and every other edge has exactly two vertices.
Output: Either a branch-decomposition of G|U of width at most k− 1+ 2h or a k× ⌈λk⌉ cylinder minor of G.
Steps:
(1) If ndG|U(∂(U), v) ≤ h for each v ∈ V (G|U), then apply Lemma 3.2 to find a branch-decomposition of G|U . Otherwise,
proceed to the next step.
(2) Try to find a collection A of noose-induced edge subsets of G|U that is (k, h)-shallowing for (G|U, ∂(U)). When
unsuccessful, we are able to apply Lemma 3.3 to find a cylinder minor of G and terminate the algorithm, as we prove
later.
If we find such a collection, proceed to the next step.
(3) For each A ∈ A, call Branch-Grid(G|A) to construct a branch-decomposition TA or a cylinder minor of G|A.
If we find a branch-decomposition TA for every A ∈ A, apply Lemma 3.2 to (G|U)|A to construct a branch-decomposition
T0 of (G|U)|A and use Lemma 3.1 to combine these branch-decompositions TA, A ∈ A, and T0 into a branch-
decomposition T of G|U and return T .
To bound the number of recursive calls in which each fixed vertex is involved in the computation of Step 2, we enforce some
‘‘progress’’ when we recurse on each noose-induced edge subset inA. Let e0 be an edge of G and let d > 0 be arbitrary. We
say that a noose-induced edge subset A of G is d-progressive for (G, e0) if it satisfies the following conditions.
(1) e0 ∈ A.
(2) For any vertex v of G, if ndG(e0, v) ≤ d, then v ∈ V (A).
We say a collection of noose-induced edge subsets is d-progressive for (G, e0) if each of its members is d-progressive for
(G, e0). Informally, if a noose-induced edge subset A of G|U is d-progressive for (G|U, ∂(U)) and Branch-Grid(G|U) makes a
recursive call Branch-Grid(G|A), then each vertex of G|U gets closer to ∂(A) in (G|U)|A than to ∂(U) in G|U by the amount of
at least d, as long as it appears in (G|U)|A. This is how we enforce a progress in the recursion.
4. Algorithm details
We now give the details of our algorithm, including the precise value of parameter hwhich depends on a positive integer
c and a positive constant δ.
For a plane hypergraph G, an edge e0 of G, and a nonnegative integer d, let
reachG(e0, d) =

{v ∈ V (G)|ndG(e0, v) ≤ d}
denote the set of vertices with normal distance d or smaller from edge e0. Let λ = 12 or 1.We define d1 = δk, and for positive
integer i ≥ 2, di = di(k) = d1 + (i− 1)(⌈λk⌉ − 1).
Theorem 1.1 relies on the following lemma, which will be proved in Section 5, and guarantees that we can find a
sufficiently shallowing and progressive collection of noose-induced edge subsets during the recursion, as long as bw(G) < k.
Lemma 4.1. Let c ≥ 1 be a fixed integer and δ an arbitrary positive constant. Let G be a biconnected plane graph, k a
positive integer, and U a noose-induced edge subset of G with |∂(U)| < k. Let M denote the number of vertices of G|U in
reachG|U(∂(U), dc+1). If reachG|U(∂(U), dc+1) ≠ V (G|U), we can in O(M1+ 1c ) time either
(1) find a δk-progressive and (k, dc+1)-shallowing collectionA of noose-induced edge subsets for (G|U, ∂(U)), or
(2) find a k× ⌈λk⌉ cylinder minor of G|U.
In executing Step 2 of Procedure Branch-Grid, we invoke Lemma 4.1 and obtain a d-progressive and (k, h)-shallowing
collection of noose-induced edge subsets with d = δk and h = dc+1. When the search for such a collection is unsuccessful,
Lemma 4.1 ensures that a k × ⌈λk⌉ cylinder minor of G is found. Theorem 1.1 follows from the following lemma, which in
turn is proved assuming that Lemma 4.1 is true.
Lemma 4.2. Given a biconnected plane graphGand an integer k ≥ 3, suppose Branch-Grid(G|e0) is called,where e0 is an arbitrary
edge of G. The algorithm gives either a branch-decomposition of G with width at most k− 1+ 2dc+1 or a k×⌈λk⌉ cylinder minor
of G. The execution time of this call is O(n1+
1
c ), where n is the number of vertices of G.
Proof. When the algorithm fails in finding a δk-progressive and (k, dc+1)-shallowing collection of noose-induced edge
subsets for (G|U, ∂(U)), at any point in the execution, Lemma 4.1 ensures that a k× ⌈λk⌉ cylinder minor is found. Suppose
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that this does not happen and that the initial call returns a branch-decomposition of G. We show by induction on the
recursion structure that each Branch-Grid(G|U) call in the recursion returns a branch-decomposition of G|U with width
at most k − 1 + 2dc+1. For the base case, suppose that Branch-Grid(G|U) does not make any recursive calls. This means
that ndG|U(∂(U), v) ≤ dc+1 for each v of G|U . Moreover, |e| < k for each e ∈ E(G|U), since |e| < k for each e ∈ E(G)
and |∂(U)| < k by the choice of U . Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, this call returns a branch-decomposition of width at most
k − 1 + 2dc+1. For the induction step, suppose that Branch-Grid(G|U) makes a recursive Branch-Grid(G|A) call for each
A ∈ A. Because G|A is biconnected, by the induction hypothesis, each call returns a branch-decomposition of G|A with
width at most k − 1 + 2dc+1. Moreover, again by Lemma 3.2, the branch-decomposition we obtain for (G|U)|A has width
at most k− 1+ 2dc+1, sinceA is (k, dc+1)-shallowing for (G|U, ∂(U)) and (G|U)|A is biconnected. The combined branch-
decomposition for G|U has width at most k− 1+ 2dc+1 by Lemma 3.1. This completes the induction.
We now analyze the running time. We say that a vertex v of G is involved in the call Branch-Grid(G|U), if v is in
reachG|U(∂(U), dc+1). We first observe that a vertex is involved in two Branch-Grid(G|U) and Branch-Grid(G|U ′) calls only
if these two calls are in the ancestor–descendant relationship in the tree of recursive calls, since otherwise U and U ′ are
disjoint.
Let b be an arbitrary positive integer and suppose that there is a chain of b + 1 calls Branch-Grid(G|U0), Branch-
Grid(G|U1), . . . , Branch-Grid(G|Ub), where Branch-Grid(G|Ui) for each 0 ≤ i < b directly calls Branch-Grid(G|Ui+1).
Suppose, furthermore, that a vertex v ofG is involved in all of these calls. Since the collections of noose-induced edge subsets
in the algorithm are δk-progressive, nd(..(G|U0)..|Ui)|Ui+1(∂(Ui+1), v) ≤ nd(..(G|U0)..|Ui)(∂(Ui), v) − δk, for 0 ≤ i < b, and since
ndG|U0(∂(U0), v) ≤ dc+1, b ≤ dc+1δk = O(1). Therefore, each vertex of G may be involved in O(1) calls. Since the running
time of call Branch-Grid(G|Ui), excluding what is spent in the recursive calls, is dominated by the O(M1+ 1c ) time spent in the
application of Lemma 4.1, whereM is the number of vertices of G involved in this call, it follows that the total running time
is O(n1+
1
c ), where n is the number of vertices of G. 
5. Proof of the main lemma
In this section, we prove Lemma 4.1 to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1. We first describe the main ideas. Let G and U
be as in Lemma 4.1. For each subgraph X of G|U that is at distance h away from ∂(U) (a precise definition is given later), we
try to find a separation of order smaller than k that separates X from ∂(U), using the linear-time algorithm for the vertex-
disjoint paths for planar graphs [16]. If we fail to find such a separation for any X , then, by Lemma 3.3, we obtain a cylinder
minor of G that certifies bw(G) ≥ k. If we do obtain separation (AX , AX ) of order smaller than k for each X that separates X
from ∂(U), then we hope that these edge subsets AX constitute a (k, h)-shallowing collection for (G|U, ∂(U)). There are two
issues to be resolved in this approach.
(1) These subsets may not be disjoint from each other as required by the definition of (k, h)-shallowing collections.
(2) Even though the algorithm for the vertex-disjoint paths runs in linear time, the computation must be repeated for each
X and may result in a quadratic running time.
The first issue is resolved by Lemma 5.2. The second issue is resolved by a layered tree approach described below combined
with Lemma 5.1 that helps in localizing the graph on which the vertex-disjoint path algorithm is executed. Lemma 5.1 is a
modified version of Lemma 3.6 in [17]. We include a self-contained proof for this lemma here.
Lemma 5.1 ([17]). Let G be a plane hypergraph and h a positive integer. Let X ⊆ E(G) and e0 ∈ X. For i = 0, 1 let ci be a cycle
or an edge of G such that c0 and c1 are edge-disjoint, and one of the regions separated by ci contains c1−i as well as all edges of X
(see Fig. 1). Suppose further that, for i = 0, 1 and for each v ∈ V (ci), ndG(e0, v) = h.
Let (A, A) be a noose-induced separation that satisfies the following conditions.
(1) E(c0) ⊆ A and X ⊆ A.
(2) |∂(A)| is the smallest subject to condition (1).
(3) A is minimal subject to conditions (1) and (2).
Then, either E(c1) ⊆ A or A ∩ E(c1) = ∅.
Proof. We prove the lemma for the case that both c0 and c1 are cycles of G. The proofs for the other cases are similar and
simpler. Let ν be a noose that induces separation (A, A). Suppose for contradiction that E(c1) ⊈ A and A ∩ E(c1) ≠ ∅. Then,
ν must intersect at least two distinct vertices of c1. For each i = 0, 1, we call the region separated by ci that does not contain
X the interior region of ci. Let ν ′ be a maximal open segment of ν that does not intersect any vertices of c1 or the interior
region of c1. Let the endpoints of ν ′ be v1 and v2, v1, v2 ∈ V (c1) (see Fig. 1).
For each vertex v ∈ V (c0), there is a vertex uv ∈ e0 such that ndG(uv, v) = h because ndG(e0, v) = h. Letµv be a normal
curve of length h between v and uv . We assumewithout loss of generality that, for any pair of distinct vertices v,w ∈ V (c0),
µv and µw do not intersect each other. For each v ∈ V (c0), let pv denote the point at which µv and ν intersects; we choose
the one closest to v if there aremultiple intersections. Note that, because of the distance conditions, pv lies on the segment ν ′
of ν. For i = 1, 2, letwi ∈ V (c0) be the vertex such that pwi is the closest to vi on ν ′ (see Fig. 1). We claim thatw1 andw2 are
adjacent on c0. For, otherwise, there are two vertices u1, u2 ∈ V (c0) such that u1,w1, u2,w2 appear in this order on c0, while
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Fig. 1. Explanations on the proof of Lemma 5.1.
pu1 and pu2 appear between pw1 and pw2 on ν
′, and henceµui andµwj must cross for at least one pair (i, j) ∈ {1, 2} × {1, 2},
contradicting our assumption. For i = 1, 2, let µ′wi be the segment of µwi between wi and pwi and let ν ′′i be the segment of
ν ′ between vi and pwi (see Fig. 1). Since ndG(e0, wi) = ndG(e0, vi) = h, the length of the normal curve ν ′′i cannot be smaller
than that of µ′wi . Let νˆ be a noose obtained by concatenating µ
′
w1
, the segment of ν ′ between pw1 and pw2 , µ
′
w2
and finally a
normal curve of length 1 along an edge of c0 that closes the loop. Fromwhat we have proved on the lengths ofµ′w1 andµ
′
w2
,
we conclude that the length of νˆ is no greater than that of ν. But then the separation induced by νˆ contradicts theminimality
condition (2) or (3) of A. 
Lemma 5.2. Let G be a biconnected plane hypergraph, e0 ∈ E(G), k > 0 an integer, and 0 < d < d′ integers such that each edge
in G[V (G) \ reachG(e0, d)] has exactly two vertices. Let X ⊆ E(G) be a biconnected component of G[V (G) \ reachG(e0, d)] and
Xi ⊆ E(G), for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, biconnected components of G[V (G) \ reachG(e0, d′)] that are contained in X. Suppose that, for each
1 ≤ i ≤ r, there is a separation (Ai, Ai) of G with |∂(Ai)| < k such that X ⊆ Ai and Xi ⊆ Ai. Then, there is a mutually disjoint
collectionA of edge subsets of G such that
(1) |∂(A)| < k for each A ∈ A,
(2) G|A is biconnected for each A ∈ A, and
(3) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r, there is some A ∈ A such that Xi ⊆ A and X ⊆ A.
Moreover, we can construct such a collectionA in O(r|X \1≤i≤r Xi|) time.
Proof. We first choose separation (Ai, Ai) for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r so that it satisfies the following conditions.
(1) Xi ⊆ A and X ⊆ A.
(2) |∂(Ai)| is the smallest subject to condition (1).
(3) Ai is minimal subject to conditions (1) and (2).
We first claim that, for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ r and i ≠ j, either Xj ⊆ Ai or Xj ∩ Ai = ∅. To apply Lemma 5.1, we observe the following.
Since G[Xi] is biconnected for each i, either G[Xi] has a cycle ci bounding its outer face or is a single edge, which we also
denote by ci. Observe also that ndG(e0, v) = d′ + 1 for every v ∈ ci for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r; certainly ndG(e0, v) ≥ d′ + 1 from
the definition of Xi and ndG(e0, v) ≤ d′ + 1, since v must be incident to a face which in turn is incident to a vertex v′ with
ndG(e0, v′) ≤ d′. Therefore, we can apply Lemma 5.1 to verify the claim.
Let I be a minimal subset of {1, . . . , r} such that, for every 1 ≤ i ≤ r , there is some j ∈ I with Xi ⊆ Aj. I is well defined,
because Xi ⊆ Ai for each i. Then, for any pair i, j ∈ I of distinct indices, Xi ⊈ Aj holds, and hence, by the claim above,
Xi ∩ Aj = ∅ holds. Based on this, we prove below that Ai ∩ Aj = ∅ for each distinct i, j ∈ I and G|Ai is biconnected for each
i ∈ I . Then we are done, sinceA = {Ai | i ∈ I} satisfies the condition of the lemma.
Fix i, j ∈ I . For notational convenience, and without loss of generality, we assume that i = 1 and j = 2. Let ν1 and ν2 be
nooses that induce separations (A1, A1) and (A2, A2), respectively. Suppose for contradiction that A1∩A2 ≠ ∅. Since 1, 2 ∈ I ,
neither A1 nor A2 is a subset of the other. Therefore, ν1 and ν2 must intersect. We count one maximal segment of ν2 that
is contained in the region separated by ν1 and containing c1 as one intersection between ν1 and ν2. We assume that the
number of intersections between ν1 and ν2 is the smallest over all the possible choices of ν1 and ν2 that induce the desired
separations. From the above claim and the choice of I , A1 ∩ X2 = ∅ and A2 ∩ X1 = ∅.
Let σ2 be amaximal segment of ν2 that is contained in the region separated by ν1 and containing c1. Let σ1 be the segment
of ν1 that shares endpoints with σ2 and, together with σ2, forms a noose that separates c2 from c1. Let σ ′1 = ν1 \ σ1. If the
length of σ2 is at most that of σ ′1, then we may replace ν1 by the noose consisting of σ1 and σ2, which either contradicts
the minimality of A1 or the minimality of the number of intersections between ν1 and ν2. Therefore, we must have that
the length of σ2 is strictly larger than that of σ ′1. Let ν
′
2 be the curve obtained from ν2 by replacing the segment σ2 by σ
′
1.
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This curve ν ′2 may be self-intersecting. However, some closed subcurve of ν
′
2 does bound a region containing X2, as the region
separated by ν1 and containing X1 does not contain any edge of X2. This subcurve is a noose of G and induces a separation
that contradicts the minimality of A2. Therefore A1 ∩ A2 = ∅.
Let u, v, x be arbitrary distinct vertices of V (Ai). Then u, v, x are also vertices of V (X). Since G[X] is biconnected, there
is a path p between u and v in G[X] that does not pass through x. Let p′ be the path obtained by replacing each subpath q
(possibly none) of p, where every edge of q is in Ai and the end vertices of q are in ∂(Ai), by the edge ∂(Ai). Then p′ is a path
between u and v in G|Ai that does not pass through x. That is, G|Ai is biconnected.
The mutual disjoint collection A can be computed as follows. We replace ∂(X) and ∂(Xi) in (G|X)|Xi with star graphs
SX and Si, respectively, where V (SX ) = {vX } ∪ {v|v ∈ ∂(X)}, vX is a new vertex, and E(SX ) = {{vX , v}|v ∈ ∂(X)};
V (Si) = {vi} ∪ {v|v ∈ ∂(Xi)}, vi is a new vertex, and E(Si) = {{vi, v}|v ∈ ∂(Xi)}. Then we compute a set of maximum
number of vertex-disjoint paths p1, . . . , pr between vX and vi. By Menger’s theorem, r is equal to the size of the minimum
vertex-cut separating vX and vi. From this, there is a noose of length r that intersects exactly one vertex other than vX or
vi of each path pj (1 ≤ j ≤ r). To find the desired separation, we put a pebble on a vertex of each path pj (1 ≤ j ≤ r),
initially on the vertex adjacent to vi. We say that two paths pj1 and pj2 are adjacent if there is a vertex of pj1 and a vertex of
pj2 incident to a same face. For each pair of adjacent paths, we check if the pebbles on the paths are incident to a same face.
If not, wemove pebbles towards to vX to make the two pebbles incident to a same face. The process must terminate with all
pebbles on a noose in (G|X)|Xi that induces the separation (Ai, Ai) such that ∂(Ai) is a minimum vertex-cut set separating
∂(X) and ∂(Xi), and Ai is minimal. The total number of moves for pebbles is bounded by the total number of vertices in paths
p1, . . . , pj.
Lemma 5.1 implies that, for any vertex v ∈ ∂(Ai), Ai ∈ A, ndG(e0, v) ≤ d′. This helps us to bound the running time
for computing Ai. Let B = {Xi|1 ≤ i ≤ r} and let H be the hypergraph obtained from hypergraph (G|X)|B with ∂(X) and
∂(Xi) replaced by the corresponding star graphs. From Lemma 5.1, a minimum noose in H separating ∂(X) and ∂(Xi) is also
a minimum noose in G separating X and Xi. Hypergraph H is planar and |V (H)| ≤ M , whereM is the number of vertices of G
in reachG(e0, d′). It is shown in [16] that the maximum vertex-disjoint paths problem on H can be converted in linear time
to the maximum edge-disjoint paths problem on a planar graph M(H), called the medial graph [26], derived from H . Since
|V (M(H))| = O(|V (H)|) [26] and the maximum edge-disjoint paths problem in planar graphs can be solved in linear time
[8,29], the maximum vertex-disjoint paths problem and thus the separation (Ai, Ai) can be computed in O(M) time. Because
this computation may be repeated r times, the time for computingA is O(r|X \1≤i≤r Xi|). 
Let G and e0 be as above. The layer tree for (G, e0), denoted by LT(G, e0), is defined as follows. Recall that d1 = δk, and for
positive integer i ≥ 2, di = di(k) = d1 + (i− 1)(⌈λk⌉ − 1).
(1) The root of the tree is V (G).
(2) Each biconnected component of G[V (G) \ reachG(e0, d1)] is in level 1 of the tree and is a child node of the root.
(3) For each i, 2 ≤ i ≤ c , each biconnected component X of G[V (G) \ reachG(e0, di)] is in level i of the tree and is a child
node of the connected component of G[V (G) \ reachG(e0, di−1)] that contains X .
Let X be a non-root node of LT(G, e0) and Y a child node of X . Since ndG(X, Y ) ≥ di − di−1 + 1 ≥ ⌈λk⌉ and G[Y ] is
biconnected, we can apply Lemma 3.3 to obtain a noose-induced edge subset Awith ∂(A) < k separating X and Y , assuming
that bw(G) < k. Our strategy is to find at least one such noose along the path from each leaf in level c + 1 to the root.
Letm denote the number of leaves in level c + 1 of LT(G, e0). We classify nodes of LT(G, e0) as crowded or uncrowded by
induction on its tree structure. We classify each leaf in level c+ 1 as crowded. We classify a node in other levels as crowded
if it has more than m
1
c crowded child nodes. Otherwise it is uncrowded. We call a parent–child pair (X, Y ) processable if X
is uncrowded, Y is crowded, and no ancestor of X is crowded.
Lemma 5.3. In LT(G, e0), for every leaf Z in level c+1, the path from the root to Z contains exactly one processable parent–child
pair.
Proof. Observe that each node in the first level is uncrowded, since otherwise it would have more than m descendants in
level c + 1. The lemma immediately follows from this observation and the definition of processable pairs. 
To ‘‘process’’ a parent–child pair (X, Y ), that is, to find a minimum noose separating X and Y , we solve the maximum
vertex-disjoint paths problem for planar hypergraphs as we described in the proof of Lemma 5.2. To localize the problem,
we define a hypergraphH(X, Y ) for each parent–child pairX, Y in LT(G, e0) as follows. Let i be the level of nodeX in LT(G, e0).
Then,H(X, Y ) = (G|X)|B, whereB is the collection of biconnected components of X \ reachG(e0, di+1). Let ν be aminimum
noose in G separating X and a Y ∈ B in G, and suppose that |ν| < k. By Lemma 5.1, ν is also a minimum noose separating
the edge ∂(X) and the edge ∂(Y ) in H(X, Y ). Thus, running the algorithm for the maximum vertex-disjoint paths problem
in H(X, Y ) is sufficient for deciding whether there is a noose of G of length smaller than k separating X and Y and, if there
is, finding such a noose.
Lemma 5.4. Let G be a biconnected plane graph and U a noose-induced edge subset of G. Let M denote the number of vertices
of G|U in reachG|U(∂(U), dc+1). Then, in O(M1+ 1c ) time, we can either find a collection A of noose-induced edge subsets of G
satisfying the following conditions or a k× ⌈λk⌉ cylinder minor of G.
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(1) reachG|U(∂(U), d1) ⊆ A for each A ∈ A.
(2) G|A is biconnected for each A ∈ A.
(3) For any A, B ∈ A, either A ⊆ B, B ⊆ A, or A ∩ B = ∅.
(4) |∂(A)| < k for each A ∈ A.
(5) For each biconnected component Z of V (G|U) \ reachG|U(∂(U), dc+1), there is A ∈ A with Z ⊆ A.
Proof. We process each processable pair in the layer tree LT(G|U, ∂(U)). Let v be an arbitrary vertex of G|U and let i be such
that di < ndG|U(∂(U), v) ≤ di+1. LetW (respectively, Z) be the only node of LT(G|U, ∂(U)) at level i−1 (respectively, level i)
such that v ∈ V (W ) (respectively, v ∈ V (Z)). Then, v is a vertex ofH(X, Y ) for a parent–child pair X, Y in LT(G|U, ∂(U)) only
if X = W or X = Z . Therefore, there are at most 2m 1c processable pairs (X, Y ) for which v is in H(X, Y ), wherem ≤ M is the
number of leaves in level c+1 of LT(G|U, ∂(U)). The time for processing pair (X, Y ) is dominated by the timeO(MX,Y ), where
MX,Y is the number of vertices of H(X, Y ), for computing the maximum vertex-disjoint paths as described in the proof of
Lemma 5.2. We conclude that the total time for processing all processable pairs is
∑
(X,Y ):processable O(MX,Y ) = O(M1+
1
c ).
If for any pair the minimum noose found has length k or larger, then by Lemma 3.3 we find a k×⌈λk⌉ cylinder minor. If this
does not happen, then there is a noose of length smaller than k that separates X and Y for each processable pair (X, Y ). From
Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, and the definition of the layer tree LT(G|U, ∂(U)), we can find a desired collection of noose-induced
edge subsets. 
We are now ready to prove Lemma 4.1 (the main lemma).
Proof. Given G and U , assume that bw(G) < k and letA denote the collection of noose-induced edge subsets of G obtained
by Lemma 5.4.
We show thatA is (k, dc+1)-shallowing and (δk)-progressive for (G|U, ∂(U)). Let v be an arbitrary vertex ofG|U . Suppose
that v is in (G|U)|A. The construction ofA ensures that the shortest normal curve from ∂(U) to v in G|U remains in (G|U)|A,
and therefore we have nd(G|U)|A(∂(U), v) ≤ ndG|U(∂(U), v) ≤ dc+1. From this and Lemma 5.4,A is (k, dc+1)-shallowing for
(G|U, ∂(U)).
Let A ∈ A be arbitrary and let v be an arbitrary vertex of G|U . If ndG|U(∂(U), v) ≤ δk then v ∉ V (A). Suppose that v is a
vertex of V (A). Let u be a vertex of ∂(U) such that ndG(∂(U), v) = ndG(u, v) and letw be the vertex of ∂(A) on the shortest
normal curve from u to v in G|U . Then, from ndG|U(u, w) ≥ δk,
nd(G|U)|A(∂(A), v) ≤ nd(G|U)|A(w, v)
= nd(G|U)(u, v)− nd(G|U)(u, w)
≤ ndG|U(∂(U), v)− δk.
This shows that A is δk-progressive for (G|U, ∂(U)). 
6. Concluding remarks
We have given O(n1+ϵ)-time constant-factor approximation algorithms for the optimal branch-decompositions and
largest grid minors of planar graphs. It is interesting to develop linear-time constant-factor approximation algorithms
for these problems. Another interesting open problem is that, given a graph G and an integer k, it is not known whether
gm(G) ≥ k can be decided in polynomial time even for planar G. An optimal branch-decomposition of a planar graph can be
computed in O(n3) time [15,26]. It is worth developing o(n3)-time exact algorithms for the optimal branch decompositions
of planar graphs. It is also interesting to develop efficient (1 + ϵ)-approximation algorithms for the optimal branch-
decompositions and largest grid minors of planar graphs.
Appendix
We give a proof for Lemma 3.3. Readers may refer to [17] for more details.
Lemma 3.3 ([17]). Let G be a plane graph and let k, k′ > 0 be integers. Let X and Y be edge sets of G satisfying the following
conditions.
(1) Each of separations (X, X) and (Y , Y ) is noose-induced.
(2) G[Y ] is biconnected.
(3) ndG(X, Y ) ≥ k′.
(4) There is no noose of G with length< k that separates X and Y .
Then G has a cylinder Ck × Pk′ as a minor, and, given (G|X)|Y , such a minor can be constructed in time linear in |V (X ∩ Y )|.
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Proof. Let ν be the noose which induces the edge subset Y and Y (ν) ⊆ Y such that each edge of Y (ν) is incident with a face
intersected by ν. Because G[Y ] is biconnected, Y (ν) forms a cycle. Let H be the plane graph obtained from the plane graph
Gwith sets X and Y \ Y (ν) removed. Let f1 and f2 be the faces in H for which the corresponding disks in G contain X and Y ,
respectively. Then, from the third condition of the lemma, for any u ∈ V (f1) and v ∈ V (f2), the normal distance between u
and v in H is at least k′ − 1 (i.e., ndH(u, v) ≥ k′ − 1). Let F(H) be the set of faces of H , R0 = {f1} and V0 = V (f1). For i ≥ 1,
define a set Ri ⊆ F(H) of faces and a set Vi ⊆ V (G) of vertices inductively as follows.
(1) Ri is the set of faces incident with a vertex in Vi−1 but not belonging to Rj for any j < i.
(2) Vi is the set of vertices incident with a face in Ri but not belonging to Vj for any j < i.
Let ρ be the embedding of H . For i ≥ 0, let H[Vi] be the plane graph induced by Vi from H (the embedding ρi for H[Vi] is
obtained from ρ forH by restricting it to the vertices and edges ofH[Vi]). Note that each connected component ofH[j>i Vj]
must lie, under embedding ρ, in a single face of H[Vi].
We identify k′ vertex-disjoint cycles c0, . . . , ck′−1 of H in the reverse order as follows. First, we let ck′−1 be the cycle
bounding face f2. Because of the fourth condition of the lemma, every vertex of V (ck′−1)must belong to Vi for some i ≥ k′−1.
Therefore, theremust be a face ofH[Vk′−2] that containsρ(ck′−1).We let ck′−2 be the cycle bounding this face.More generally,
for 0 ≤ i ≤ k′ − 2, we define ci to be the cycle bounding the face of H[Vi] that contains ρ(ci+1).
We claim that there are k vertex-disjoint paths between V (c0) and V (ck′−1). Suppose otherwise. Then, by Menger’s
theorem, there must be a separation (A, A) of G with order smaller than k such that V (c0) ⊆ V (A) and V (ck′−1) ⊆ V (A). If
we choose this separation so that ∂(A) is minimal, then it is induced by some noose in G. By the construction of the cycles,
it follows that X ⊆ V (A) and Y ⊆ V (X), a contradiction. 
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